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Our Second Decade

The Image of Fairfield

University to Build Arts Center
Chris Michailoff
Executive Editor
The first phase in the 35 million
dollar capital campaign will come
to fruition today as ground is broken for the long awaited Center for
the Arts.
The groundbreaking marks the
formal beginning of the building
proposed three years ago when the
University's Planning Committee
presented its long-range report to
Fr. Aloysius Kelley, S.J., University President, and the Board of
Trustees.
The new building will be named
after Mrs. Regina A. Quick, the
wife of Mr. Leslie Quick Jr., a
member of the Board of Trustees,
and the principle benefactor for
the center. The official name will
be The Regina A. Quick Center for
the Arts.
In the 35 million dollar campaign, which has been labeled
"Fulfilling the Jesuit Ideal: The
Campaign for Fairfield," it is intended that this Center for the Arts
will add a "deeper demension" to
the campus.
The 7.5 million dollar center
will have a 750-seat theater with
an adjustable audience space that
can be reduced to a 300-seat theater; and a smaller "black box" thea-

Ground Breaking Ceremony Tonight

Fairfield University Center for the Arts
ter designed for experimental and
classical works that adapt better to
a more intimate setting. Also
planned is a 2,500 square foot art
gallery, located just off the lobby
at the front of the theater.
The architectural firm which
has been commissioned to design
the center is Fletcher Thompson,
Inc., which also was responsible
for building the Campus Center,
the townhouses, and various campus buildings. Dr. John Barone,

Seniors Initiate
Gift Campaign
Lynn Ann Casey
News Editor
On Tuesday, October 4 at 5:00
pm in Gonzaga Auditorium, the
seniors will participate in the first
meeting to discuss the Senior Gift
of the Class of 1989. Mary Smith
and Rich McCarty of Alumni Relations along with seniors Beth
Gillin and Greg Scanlon will lead
the meeting to help seniors "kick
off some ideas for the Senior Gift
for their class."
The goal of the meeting is to get
the seniors to dicuss some ideas for
the gift, including a monetary
amount and what they will do with
the money once they collect it.
According to Mary Smith, Acting
Director of Alumni Relations, said
"We will give them ideas, but the
seniors will actually set their goal
themselves."
Some ideas that will be suggested range from a scholarship to
a contribution to the $35 million
capital campaign. A poll will be
formulated from discussion at the
meeting to get input from the senior class, so that, in some way,
each senior will be part of the final
decision.
At the meeting, a film
prepared for the kickoff of the $35
million campaign will be shown.
The film uses many students at
Fairfield, and will show seniors
what giving to the university
means. Mary Smith hopes that the

film will be a "positive influence
on seniors."
Of the 708 members of the Class
of 1989, Alumni Relations hopes
to have 40 percent of the class
participate in the gift. Last year,
there was only 10 percent participation of the seniors, who raised
nearly $10,000 toward a clock for
the university.
At the meeting, a class agent
system will be introduced. Each
class agent will be responsible for
contacting a certain number of
seniors to donate toward the gift
and will assure that all seniors will
personally be reached." The actual financial campaign "should be
completed before Spring Break,"
according to Rich McCarty, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations.
Beth Gillin and Greg Scanlon,
in addition to helping seniors formulate ideas, will work on senior
programming. Ms. Gillin said that
she and Greg are "hoping for the
biggest turnout yet" and want
maximum input from the senior
class. After the initial meeting and
the formulation of a poll to go out
to all seniors.
The official kick-off to the
campaign will be held on October
23. It will include a Senior Mass
and possibly a Brunch or Dinner.
The final decision of the senior
class as to a financial as well as
tangible goal will be announced at
this time.

University Provost, stated, "This
building will give students a first
rate facility for both viewing and
participating in drama and music."
Dr. Barone further affirmed that
a good deal of effort and thought
has gone into the acoustic and technical support area. The one-level
building has been planned with
handicapped access, even down to
the control room, making it possible for handicapped students to
learn technical aspects of the thea-

ter.
The center is expected to open
within two years of the groundbreaking and will be located in the
south-central region of campus,
between Bellarmine Pond and
Nyseluis Library. The Master of
Ceremonies for the ground breaking is Tom Zingarelli. The groundbreaking ceremony will be performed by Linda Williams'89, Fr.
Vincent Burns, S.J., Professor of
Religious Studies, and Thomas

McKenney, University Trustee.
All three of these individuals were
selected because of their involvement with the University play
house, and their commitment to
the performing arts.
Fr. Burns who has been involved with the the play house for
the past 24 years, and most recently appeared in the plays: The
Hostage, and The Taming of the
Shrew, stressed that the Center for
the Arts will be a great asset to
students, because it will allow them
"an opportunity to participate more
fully in the humanities."
The center is linked to the academic programs of the University
and will serve as a cultural resource for the community. Worldrenown musical groups have performed at the University and students present a wide range of plays,
musicals, and concerts in the current playhouse, a small converted
garage, or in the multi-purpose Oak
Room of the Campus Center. The
University hopes that this "new
center wiil enhance these presentations and allow expanded course
offering for. Fairfield University
students who, regardless of major,
enroll in a core curriculum of liberal arts."

Allen Named Acting Dean
Greg Curly
Staff Writer
Dr. Vilma P. Allen, after
serving Fairfield University since
1976 as the administrative coordinator of the Connecticut Center
for Continuing Education, has been
appointed acting dean of the
Universtiy School of Continuing
Education. She fills the post left
vacant by the resignation of Dr.
William F. Murphy, who has become Dean of Continuing Education at the University of New
Hampshire.
Dr. Allen was born in and
grew up in Bridgeport. She attended Bassic High School before
going onto Elmira College, where
she majored in Biology. She now
lives in Stratford with her husband, and has two married sons
and a daughter.
She received her doctorate
in Adult Learning and Development from Union Graduate School
in 1984. She points out that she
was an "adult learner" in addition
to receiving her Bacchelaurate at a
regular age. She says, "I know
both ends of the spectrum-what
it's like to go to school at 18 and
what it's like to go at 40 with a
family and career to deal with."
She feels that this helps her serve
and relate to her students better.
She also cites her extensive
knowledge of the Fairfield area as
a positive factor. Dr. Allen says
that "being a native of Fairfield

County, I understand the culture
and dynamics of the area. I know
how to bring resources together."
Dr. Allenhas accomplished
much at the University before assuming her new role. She was
instrumental in Fairfield's expansion in Adult Education. She
played an integral role in developing the Continuing Ed program
into a separate school of the University. Under Dr. Allen's direction, Fairfield has added a Bachelor of General Studies degree which
includes a portfolio process and an
Associate of Arts degree program.
She also founded the Women's
Bureau which expanded in 1977 to
become Fairfield Adult Career and
Educational Services (FACES).
Today FACES annually assists
1400 men and women who are
making career changes or re-entering the job market.
At the University Dr. Allen
serves on the Continuing Education Committee, the Long-Range
Planning Committee, and the
Women's Resource Center Steering Committee. She has been a
member of the Faculty Evaluation
and Development Committee, the
Academic Support Group, and the
Self Study Task Force on Programs.
Dr. Allen is affiliated with
and has served as president of both
the Connecticut Association for
Continuing Education and the
Association of Jesuit Colleges and
Universities Conference °f

Continuing Higher Education. She
is a member of the board of directors of the Connecticut Learning
Network and chairs the Committee on Adult Learners for the Fairfield 2000 Education and jobs Task
Force.
Dr. Allen calls her new
position "very exciting". She
stresses the importance of continuing education to give people a
"second chance" in life and "help
them adjust" to a "changing world".
She hopes to help students realize
that "your University is here for
you at any stage in your life."
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Strieker Lectures
on the Brain
Suzanne Smith
Staff Writer
On Monday, September
26, 1988, Dr. Edward Strieker, a
behavioral neuroscientist, gave two
lectures about the brain: "Recovery of Function after Brain Damage" and "Biological Bases of
Hunger and Satiety."
The first lecture was about
his research into how different parts
of the brain are affected by damage
in other parts of the brain. His
research "has focused on compensation changes in a damaged brain,
particularly how uninjured neurons work to help overcome damaged neurons in laboratory rats."
He also discussed the implications
for people with Parkinson's Disease, which is caused by the degeneration of dopamine-secreting
neurons that do not grow back once
they are damaged.
"Once the neurons are
damaged, they cannot be rebuilt or
replaced." Dr. Strieker experimented on laboratory rats. After
injecting them with dosages of
dopamine, which destroyed neurons in the brain, the rats lost weight
and stopped drinking and eating.

After two months, the rats, still
with the damaged neurons, began
eating again. However, these rats
never regained their "normal" behavior." Dr. Strieker continued to
discuss the question regarding the
animals regaining only partial
recovery and not total recovery.
Dr. Strieker's research
into hunger and satiety ajso involves working with laboratory
rats.. He examines what makes an
animal feel hungry and start eating, and what makes an animal feel
full and stop eating. Also discussed was the research and its
connection to the problem of obesity.
Dr. Strieker has a
bachelor's and a master's degree
in chemistry from the University
of Chicago, and a doctorate in
psychology from Yale. He has
written more than 100 research
articles and 50 review and book
chapters. Dr. Strieker became
chairman of the behavioral neuroscience program in the department of psychology at the University of Pittsburgh in 1983, and was
named chairman of the department
when it was formed in 1986.

Orientation Chairs, 1 to r: Andrea Carella, Christine O'Conner, John Fahey, Rob Tockarshewsky and Jeanette Rabbat
photo: Rich Nunziante
Lynn Ann Casey
tion was presented.
News Editor
the class on "beating the elements,"
Rob Tockarshewsky and Beth as she commented that the only
In recognition of all the time Jenkins, Co-Chairs, said a general other time it rained on Orientation
and effort of the juniors who vol- thank you. They presented Jeanne was in the Fall of 1970, when the
unteered for Orientation 88, a DiMuzio with a "gold medal" and university first became co-ed. She
banquet catered by Seilers was held a plaque in recognition of her or- said "I am grateful to all." She reon Thursday at 6:30 pm in the Oak ganizational work as head of Ori- ally felt that the Class of 1988 went
for the gold in welcoming in the
Room. After dinner, a slide show entation.
Jeanne DiMuzio congratulated Class of 1990.
depicting many events of Orienta-

English
Department
Discusses
Careers

McAulliffe to Speak on
Fairfield Revolution
PR - Campus radicalism?
A student strike? Buildings occupied? Surely not as quiet Fairfield
University? Yes indeed, all of
those things and more are part of
Fairfield's history. On Wednesday evening in the Oak Room,
Kevin M. McAuliffe, graduate of
the Fairfield Class of 1971, former
editor-in-chief of the campus
newspaper, and currently a
speech writer for Mayor Koch and
adjunct professor of Journalism at
Columbia University, will speak
on the Fairfield "revolution" of
1969-70. The strikes and sit-ins of
those years were but the tip of an
iceberg of major changes that took
place during the presidency of
Father William Mclnnes. In addition to Mr. McAuliffe's talk, a
panel of former university officials and students will discuss the
questions that were raised during
those years.
It is at times difficult to
remember what sort of university
Fairfield was prior to 1968. Apart
from having a much smaller student population and physical plant,
Fairfield was all-male, had a much
larger theological component in its
course requirements, and allowed
students a far smaller latitude with
regard to both academic choice
and social freedom. During the
school year 1969-70 Fairfield
admitted women, fought a case
before the Supreme Court over its
right, as a church-related university, to receive Federal funds, and

created the structure of core-course
options that Fairfield students have
today.
At the time, however, these
changes were overshadowed by
thestruggleover"tripartitism": the
demand that university government
be shared among administration,
faculty, and students. Just how
much of a say students should have
over the running of their university
was an issue on many campuses
across the nation during these years;
at Fairfield the issue led to a student boycott of classes in April
1970, and to demands that faculy
members and students be added to
the Board of Trustees. Subsequent
demands for "academic amnesty"
for those who took part in the
boycott, together with a desire to
release students from classes so
that they could take part in antiwar
activities off campus, led to the
occupation by students of Canisius
Hall on May 12. As was the case at
many universities, the sit-in ended
peacefully after compromises were
negotiated, but Fairfield would
never be the same.
Any students who are interested in the history of their university will not want to miss this look
at Fairfield's "radical" past. Mr.
McAuliffe's talk and panel discussion will take place at 8:00 pm in
the Oak Room, Wednesday, October 5. There will also be photos
and other memorabilia on display
in the library for the month of
October.

•GET INVOLVED*
and
VOTE!
ELECTIONS FOR THE
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT LEGISLATURE
WILL NOW BE HELD ON
OCTOBER 4TH
IN THE CAMPUS CENTER LOBBY FROM 10am-7pm
•come out and support your representatives*

Laura Ann Frauenhofer
Contributing Writer

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers... to all the students
who showed interest in community service opportunities... it's nice
to see People Reachout in
Service...to toast and water at
Seilers... at least we know that you
can do something right... to
Townhouses 11,154,42, and 17...
to the Recognition Banquet for all
the hard-working juniors... to the
Blue House, the Dog (Court)
House, the Loudhouse, the Roadhouse, the Tinhouse, the Garage,
and Lowtide... to the Albino Frog
for late-nites... to underclassman
who haveupperclassman siblings...
may the family tradition continue...
to the completion of Senior portraits... reality isn't quite setting in
yet, though... let's be serious, gentlemen, jams and suit jackets?... to
Jogues Ground and Loyola 3... to
the upcoming Alumni weekend and
rugby game... to the Groundbreaking and the $35 million campaign
kick-off... to the upcoming Parents
Weekend... we really need some
real food... to the U.S. Olympians
and Greg Louganis' chest... to the
Indian summer we are having... let
it continue into October.

Boos to all the tickets and arrests this past weekend...-who ever
heard of being arrested with the
intent of drinking., at least give us
a chance to do something wrong...
to the lack of parties around campus... to security for going ticketcrazy... please give us a chance to
register our cars... to Seilers, which
has not improved noticeably since
last week... to obnoxious people
who work in liquor stores in town...
you know who you are... to the 10
cent increase in soda machine
prices... it was hard enough to
gather up 65 cents last year... to
AT&T for not having enough lines
open when F.U. Mets fans were
trying to get their playoff tickets
this weekend... if we had known
we would have purchased MCI...
to pyromaniacs in Gonzaga... to
the Inidan summer we are having... let it rain at least one day so
we can get some work done

Career Planning Corner
Monday, 10/3, 7:00-9:30PM-Accounting/Financial Services Info Session in Oak Room. Meet the
recruiters, ask your questions, become informed before
you interview. Accounting and Finance majors should
attend.
Tuesday, 10/4, 3:00PM- Resume workshop in
FDR. Seniors! Bring a rough draft if you're still
working on your resume.
Wednesday, 10/5, 3:00PM- Interview workshop in FDR. Learn the proven techniques for successful interviewing!
All Career Planning events are open to all students, all majors!

The English Department of
Fairfield University, in order to
raise students' awareness about the
diversity of job opportunities, is
planning an informative meeting
for English students as well as other
Liberal Arts students. Dr. James
Farnham of the English Depatment
will run the meeting to be held on
Wednesday, October 5, 1988 at
3:30 in the Nursing Auditorium.
Dr. Farnham, in helping students with English majors and
minors find internships with corporations, sees that many businesses look to hire students with
Liberal Arts degrees. He is not
convinced, however, that the majority of Liberal Arts students are
aware of the many career choices
available to them in the business
sector.
With this meeting, he hopes to
increase awareness of the job
market. The focus of the meeting
will be to encourage students to
ask and answer questions which
will help them begin to consider
career possibilities they may never
have considered before.
Dr. Farnham realizes that for
college students, leaving college
and not knowing exactly what their
next step will be can be stressful.
However, he believes that "a liberal arts education is a very good
preparation for many careers," and
that an English major/minor, for
example, is a good way to stimulate a student's organizational,
analytical and research abilities.
He cites a few examples of the
career fields in which he has placed
English students for internshps,
including the public relations division of a major New York department store, political offices, human resource departments, and the
corporate communication division
of a large bank.
The presentation will bring to
the attention of Liberal Arts majors these types of job opportunities, and will be a starting point for
them in chossing their careers.

News
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Students Reach Out
in Service
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday, a new organization, P.R.O.S., held a Community Service Fair in the Campus
Center Lobby. Their purpose was
to give the students at Fairfield an
opportunity to join one of the many
organizations that help underprivileged people in Connecticut.
P.R.O.S., also known asPeople
Reaching Out in Service, is a program started by Fairfield
University's Campus Ministry and
the Department for the Studies in
Faith, Peace, and Justice.
"We worked with the
students at Fairfield and we set up
a community service fair, "said
Cornelia Dinnean, who is the Director of the Faith, Peace, and
Justice program. "It's the first step
of our new program to get the
students aware of P.R.O.S."
"The students get the
opportunity to join different organizations that desperately need
help. Scott Arnold, a student at
Fairfield who has worked at soup
kitchens for three years now, explains, "There is a great need for
students, especially at the soup
kitchens. The people at the soup
kitchens hand out from 150-200
meals a day, and the full-time workers often rely on Fairfield students
to show up and help out."
"Many students want to
help, but don't know what to do or
where to go," said Ann Petrides,
chairperson of P.R.O.S. "This fair
brings community service to the
students."
Most students at Fairfield

Environment
Lecture
Offered
PR - Roger Strelow, vice
president for Corporate Environmental Programs with the General
Electric Company, will open this
year's Olin Lectures on the Environment at Fairfield University.
The Wednesday, Oct. 5 lecture on
"The Business Community and the
Natural Environment" will be held
at 8 p.m. in the School of Nursing
Auditorium. There is no admission fee.
A graduate of the University of California Berkeley Law
School, where he was editor of the
Law Review, Mr. Strelow has
worked with the United States
Council on Environmental Quality and the United States Environmental Protection Agency where
he was Assistant Administrator of
Air and Waste Management.
Mr. Strelow is a member of
the Boards of Directors of the
Environmental Law Institute and
the Climate Institute and Clean
Sites, Inc. He chairs the National
Environment Development Association Ground Water Project and
the Center for Public Resources
Hazardous Waste Committee
which seeks to apply alternative
dispute resolutions to Superfund
settlements. He also serves on the
EPA Science Advisory Board's
Steering Committee on Research
Strategies.
Fairfield University's Program in Environmental Studies is
funded by a grant from the Olin
Corporation Charitable Trust.

probably don't even realize how
many people live in poverty, cannot read, or have no place to live. In
fact, three of the top eight poorest
cities in America are located in
Connecticut: New Haven, Hartford, and Bridgeport.
Another problem is the
growing number of young, illiterate mothers. They make up more
than half of the women on welfare.
Places like the Mercy Training
Center , located in downtown Bridgeport, take in these poor women
and teach them to read and help
them to find jobs. "The one thing
different about our program is that
we go out look for these women,"
said Sr. Eileen Boffa, R.S.M., who
is Co-Director of the Mercy Training Center. "Sometimes it's hard
for young, poor, single parents to
come to us, so we go out and find
them and bring them in."
The Mercy Training
Center is just one of the services
that helps poor and homeless
people, and those who desperately
need help.
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Mirror Campus Calendar
Thurs., Sept. 29

Debating Team C207 3:30-5:30PM
Pep Band J25 7-9PM
Glee Club GNZAud. 5:30PM
Special Dinner: Loyola II FDR 5:30 PM

Fit, Sept. 30

Baseball vs. Housatonic - Alumni Field 3:30PM

Sat., Oct. 1

ALUMNI HOMECOMING '88
Women's Soccer vs. Alumni-Varsity Field 10:30AM
Men's Rugby vs. Iona-Alumni Field 12N

Sun., Oct. 2

Jazz Special Events Music Concert: Klezmer
Conservatory Band Oak Room-2:30PM
Baseball vs. Southern (2)-Alumni Field 12N
Women's Soccer vs.Orange County Barlow Field 1PM

Mon., Oct. 3

WVOFmtg. B318 7:30-9PM
Glee Club - GZA Aud. 5:30 PM

Tues., Oct.4

FUSA Arts & Lecture: "Mike Farrell" Oak 8PM
Class Council mtg. GZA Aud. 5-6PM
Latin-American Studies Nursing Aud. 3:30-5PM
RoteractClub BNWFacLg. 7-9PM

Wed., Oct. 5

Glee Club GZA Aud. 5:30PM

The Latin American-Caribbean Studies Program will sponsor the Cuban film: "The
Last Supper". Set in the 19th Century, it is an excellent allegory which leads to a better
understanding of social and religious issues of Contemporary Latin America and the
Caribbean.
The film will be shown October 4th in the Nursing Auditorium at 3:30 and again at
7 pm. There is no admission charge!!

661 don't want
alotofhype.
I just want
something I
can count on.5^

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T
If youd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

AT&T
The right choice.
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Playhouse Presents Rimers of Eldritch
Linda Williams
Contributing Writer
Rimers of Eldritch, by Lanford Wilson will be presented at
the Playhouse from October 1722. The play is being directed by
Professor David Rosenberg, an
adjuct professor of the English
Department, who returned to Fairfield last spring to teach American
Drama. This semester, Professor
Rosenberg is teaching Inside
Modern Drama and Playwriting.
David Rosenberg is no
strangerto the Fairfield Playhouse.
Over the years he has directed many
productions, including Death of a
Salesman, Scapino, Crimes of the
Heart, and School for Scandal
which was also taped for television. He has directed over forty
plays in various Southern Connecticut schools, colleges and
community theaters. Among oth-

ers, he toured with Godspell
throughout Connecticut and even
to Martha's Vineyard. On the professional level, his work was most
recently seen last year in The Miss
Firecracker Contest at the Boston
Post Road Stage Company here in
Fairfield.
When asked how he became
involved in directing, Rosenberg
replied that, actually, he was forced
into it. As a playwriting major at
Yale Drama School, he was required to direct a production, after
which he decided to pursue directing.
He says he likes the collaborative process, working together with the actors and designers. "I like to create something out
of nothing. I like to take the black
and white off the page and make
the words come alive."
In David Rosenberg's view,

Rimers is a comedy. The people
are ridiculous and they take themselves too seriously.
"This
sounds
like
Chekhov. It is like Chekhov.
Lanford Wilson is the American
Chekhov," stated Rosenberg.
The set designer of the production recently met and spoke to
the author and asked about his
theme. Wilson told him, "It's
about being afraid of touching
people."
When questioned about the
relationship between teaching and
directing, Rosenbeg claims that
some people call him "Coach."
He feels that there is a coaching
aspect involved in directing and
teaching. In both cases, he tries to
bring out something in the student and/or actor. In the case of a
play, of course, you have to use
the lines the playwright gives you,

there's a certain magic in theatre.
"You start with a bare, black stage.
Little by little, you add the actors,
the costumes, the scenery, the
lights—and it happens." He finds
live theatre much more fascinating
than film or television, especially
here at the University. The audience members know who the actors
are, yet they believe the illusion.
They travel with the characters to a
small town in the Mid-West.
Rimers of Eldritch is a play
for voices. It's realistic, but not
realistic. The director says he would
like to make the play mysterious,
for it is a mystery. A murder has
been committed, and everyone
knows it, but no one knows who
committed the murder or why. The
play seems to be serious and tragic.
Sadly, many of the characters portrayed are sexually-repressed people
struggling for a way out.
Rosenberg also explains that

but he tries to get his actors to
express an "attitude." He compares acting to putting on someone
else's coat. You 're still you inside,
and that contributes to the character you are portraying. Somebody
also can put on the same coat and
become a different character entirely. There is a certain generality
of the play, but there are many
variations within it.
"If I did Rimers next year
with a different cast, it would be a
different play."
He highly encourages
people to come to the theatre. The
audience plays an elemental role.
Without them, the illusion never
comes to life. "Ultimately, we're
here to serve the playright—and
then to entertain and keep the interest of the audience. The theatre
is for them."

Father Eiardi's Pilgrimage
Sandi Di Cesare
Features Editor
When most people hear the
word "pilgrimage" they probably
envision scenes from Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales. They picture a
mismatched group of people travelling to a religious spot or shrine
in some far away land. Today, that
original concept of a pilgrimage or
journey to a Holy Land actually
still exists. Many people find it to
be an exciting and spiritually rewarding experience.
Reverend Anthony J. Eiardi,
S.J., a retired professor from Fairfield University, was appointed
Spiritual Director of the Marian
Year pilgrimage to Assisi, Loreto,
and Rome. It was promoted by the
Catholic Travel Office of Chevy
Chase, Md. The trip was a nine day
tour which ran from May 15 to
May 23.
According to Father Eiardi,
"The group consisted of 20 pil-

grims including another priest, a
medical doctor, and a F.U. graduate of the class of '79. It was a
friendly, congenial group interested in all events."
The trip began in Assisi with a
visit to the the City of St. Francis
and St. Clare. A mass was said at
the tomb of St. Francis. Father
Eiardi commented that, "Assisi is
one of the loveliest spots in the
world." Another highlight of the
trip was a drive to the Shrine of
Loreto where Mass was celebrated
in the House of the Holy Family.
Loreto, located in a much larger
church, is believed to be the original house that Christ lived in in
Nazareth. Supposedly, the house
was not revered in other parts of
Europe so angels delivered it to
Loreto. The mortar between the
bricks is not common for the region. It can only be found in Nazareth.
Much of the trip focuses on
sightseeing in Rome, the Eternal

TYPE
EXPRESS
WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE

City. Rome offers, "antiquity,
Christianity, art, architecture, and
sculpture in every step," stated Father Eiardi. There is a stop-off at St.
Peter's basilica-Mother Church of
the Catholic Religion. Below the
main alter and above the tomb of St.
Peter, there is an alter where Father
Eiardi said Mass forthegroup. Other
highlights of the trip included vistis
to the Catacombs, the Colosseum,
the Vatican Museum, and Sistine
Chapel.
For Father Eiardi the greatest
thrill during the trip was attending
Our Holy Father's Mass in St. Peter's
on Pentecost. Various parts of the
Mass were said in different languages including Latin, Italian,
English, German, Greek, etc. According to Father Eiardi, "The variety of languages clearly indicates
the universality of the Church. It
was an experience long to be remembered."

Egg Salad Mother
Sallianne Norelli
Contributing Writer
I have an "Egg Salad"
mom. You know the type. She
embarks on long car trips armed
with a cooler full of what she
likes to refer to as "goodies."
Under this loose term come some
of the most unappetizing foods
known to modern man. They
include the ever popular damaged carrot sticks, trail mix (minus
the M&M's), a jug of what tastes
like bathwater, and yes, the old
standby—soggy egg salad sandwiches.
The family, in a state of
denial, always looks forward to
seeing the battered yellow cooler
in the car. We hope against hope
that Path Mark ran low on eggs
this week.
Halfway down Route 8,
there's always one brave soul who
dares to question, "What did you
bring to eat, Mom?" Four drool-
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ing mouths await the answer. In a
voice that could wake the dead,
Mom proudly announces, "EGG
SALAD!" While these two ugly
words echo in the recesses of iour
brains, Dad is awarded the Nobel
Peace prize. And he certainly earns
it for his saintly, "I'll take mine on
whole wheat!"
I often wonder what other
people's mothers pack in their
coolers. Do they have to choke
down such poison to avoid starvation? Do they also bite their tongues
in an effort to keep Hell from breaking loose in a sauna on wheels?
As I peel my legs from the
molten vinyl of the backseat, I am
certainly not amused by the boxed
lunch fiasco I have just survived.
But, after all is said and done, an
Egg Salad mom is not the worst
thing in the world. And besides,
they don't sell eggs in Yellowstone Park. The return trip always
looks promising.
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Cait Finneran Hits
a High Note

Nanciann Norelli
Assistant Features Editor

Cait Finneran. The very spelling of her name gives insight into
what a unique person she is. The
youngest of six children in a typical Irish-American family, Cait
exhibits strong leadership qualities both in her position as President of the Fairfield University
Glee Club and in many other areas
of her student life.
Talking to Cait, one is immediatly struck by her vivacious, energetic attitude. An avid sports
fan, Cait follows both professional
and collegiate teams ("The Georgetown Hoyas are a favorite," says
Cait) and is quick with an answer
to most sports trivia facts and questions. Her personal tastes in music
range from "Haircut 100"to"Bruce
Springsteen." A native of Ridgewood, New Jersey, a pet peeve is
people who make jokes about what
exit of New Jersey and also people

who just say "Jersey." "I've never
heard someone from New Jersey
call it "Joisey," jokes Cait.
When she is not out on her
daily run, Cait can be seen in the library studying English, which is
her major. "No, I don't want to be
a teacher," claims Cait, referring
to the Question-People-Are-MostLikely-To-Ask-English-Majors
Cait, a junior living in Loyola,
joined the Glee Club as a sophomore. She assumed the Presidency
last year. This is the first year the
Glee Club has had officers, so the
potential exists for Cait to start
new traditions.
The Glee Club is a "good way
for students to use their singing
talents to full capacity." The students in the group must try out, but
it is not as horrible as it sounds.
Tryouts consist of singing one
scale. The talents among the students range from those who have

Senioritis Strikes!
Beth Gillin
Staff Writer
This past summer I found
myself trying on suits and shopping around for a London Fog raincoat. Two weeks before Labor
Day, I sat awake in my bed, closed
my eyes and repeated, "I am a senior. I am a college senior," until
my heart pounded so loud I thought
I'd wake up my family.
Returning to Fairfield University felt different all of a sudden. I
packed my clothes and books in
two days, not two hours, before
leaving for school. The family
station wagon actually had enough
room after it was packed for the
dog and cat to ride along.
Once on campus, I had
trouble remembering names of
fellow friends. My fingers fumbled
at the mail box trying to recall its
correct combination. I bought a
pair of sweatpants the first time I
set foot in the bookstore. The
second time I dropped by there I

bought a notebook. The third time
I bought a Diet Coke.
I feel old all of a sudden—I
pulled out a grey hair yesterday. I
hike up Bannow Hill without feeling faint, but six semesters later, I
still can't tell you when fourth period starts. I don't recognize anyone as I walk through the quad. I
went to the Girl's Duplex party
and the only person I sort of recognized was my freshman brother.
I hope in time I will grow
accustomed to "seniorhood".
Maybe one day I'll wake up and
actually crave Stag-her Inn food.
Maybe the next day I'll march into
Career Planning without breaking
into a cold sweat. Maybe, one day
soon, the mailroom will forget I
have a mailbox. The first two days
of school I received notices about
resumes and senior portraits. The
third day while still recovering from
this shock, I returned to my mailbox and pulled out a newsletter.
"Dear Alumnus" it began.

never sung before in high school to
those who have had formal voice
lessons.
Made up of approximatley
sixty voices, the Glee Club is for
the very dedicated with biweekly
practices from 5:30 to 7:00 every
Monday and Wednesday.
Carol Ann Coyne-Maxwell is
the student advisor for the group.
She has been the coordinator for
the trips that the group has taken .
Some of the trips include Washington D.C., Ireland last spring
break, and Boston. There is also a
trip to Toronto planned for the
future.
"I'm glad I tried out, reflects
Cait. It's incredibly rewarding
when everything all comes together
in the concerts." Cait is a very
modest person and doesn't take all
the credit she truly deserves for her
dedication." As her friend Karen
Distasio, '90, puts it, "Cait is truly
Grait".

Cait Finneran

photo: Rich Nunziante

Installment #1 From the Mirror's Book
of Lists
As Compiled by Joseph C. DeVito and Friends who have rather wisely
chosen to remain nameless
20 Good Reasons For Missing
Class
1. Overslept
2. Didn't do assignment
3. Couldn't miss good episode of
"Oprah"
4.Lost assignment
5. Never bought book, couldn't do
assignment
6. Have book, don't need to go to
class
7. Went to wrong room
8. Can always be made up
9. Friend went, takes good notes
10. Sickness
11 .Bed was too warm to get out of
12. Nothing nice to wear
13. Roomate talked you into skipping
14. Lost limb
15. Teacher likes you, can get away
with it

We deliver until 1 a.m.!
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roo mops
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Fresh, delicious, deli grinders, sandwiches and salads
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16. Too boring
17. Too long of a walk
18.Couldn't fit class into daily
agenda
19.Too smart for own good, and
out to prove it
20. Just plain didn't feel like i
10 Fads That Deserved to Die
1. Disco
2. Leg warmers
3. Bell Bottoms
4. Mood Rings
5. Pet Rocks
6. Sideburns
7. Roller Boogie
8. Madonna Wanna-be's
9. Flourescent Clothing
10. Fashion 1969 - 1983

Eight Most Violent
Video Machines in the Game
room
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rushin Attack
Green Beret
Ikari Warriors
Mat Mania
Commando
Choplifter
Krull
Ms. Pac-Man

Worst Fast Food Marketing
Ploys
1."Where's the Beef?" - Wendy's
2. "Who's Herb?" - Burger King
3. "Welcome Home" - Kentucky
Fried Chicken
4. Charcoal Broiling - Hardees
5. Michael Jackson on Fire -Pepsi
6. Any scary clowns
7.Old man working his first day at
McD's and thinking his life means
something to the Ray Kroc corporation
8. New Coke
9. 7 Up Gold containing cafeinc
10. "Mac and Me"- ET rip off
movie featuring Ronald McDonald
A Dozen Typical Junior
High School Slow-Dance Songs:
1. Stairway to Heaven -Led Zep
2. Keep On Lovin' You - REO
Seedwagon
3. Best of Times - Styx
4. Fee Like Makin' Love -Bad Co.
5. Open Arms - Journey
6. Babe - Styx
7. True - Spandau Ballet
8. Beth -KISS
9. Freebird - Leonard Skinnard
10. Who's Cryin' Now - Journey
11. Come Sail Away - Styx
12. Most likely more Styx or Journey
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Fairfield Police:
Friend or Foe?
Recently, the Fairfield Police Department have begun a
hectoring campaign, which stems
from the complaints of town residents, against Fairfield students.
This campaign, though, is imbalanced. As much as the hectoring
has been carried to extreme lengths,
any call for help from a Fairfield
student is either being delayed or
even ignored. .
Many instances exemplify
this recent hectoring of Fairfield
students. One senior was presented
a ticket as he walked home to the
beach from the SeaGrape. Apparently, he was fined for "improper
use of a sidewalk". In other words,
he chose to walk in the street instead. Another 21 year old senior
was stopped as he walked to his
beach house by a policeman. He
was carrying a closed bag. The
officer made him reveal the contents of the bag and asked for his
identification. He was doing nothing illegal.
While walking around the
Point with empty cups, 7 girls
were arrested by police "with the
intent to drink." Many other beach

Letters
Dear fellow students:

residents were fined for simply
waling around the Point, and, again,
they were doing nothing illegal.
Others had police enter their homes
with the doors closed and were
ticketed.
One house at the beach has
recently been entered by police on
three different occasions. The girls
who live there were trying to be
cooperative, but the officers were
not receptive. During one instance,
one girl was almost arrested and
cuffed for asking a police officer
what the problem was. After these
three instances, this same house
was broken into. The police were
called, but no officer responded to
the call. Only after a second phone
call did an officer respond the following day.
This past weekend, a car broke
down at the Grand Union intersection of Post Road. It was 12:30 pm
in a lighted area. Eight girls surrounded the car, which had its hood
open and its doors ajar. Many
civilian cars noticed and many
stopped to ask if anyone needed
assistance. During the 20 minutes
that the car sat there, a police car
one of the following campus locations: Dorm lounges, the Campus
Center, Town House laundry
rooms, and at Loyola Chapel. And
please, we'd appreciate clean cloth-

The people of Jamaica
need your help. This past month,
Hurricane Gilbert left many Jamaicans homeless and hungry. The
Faith, Peace, and Justice Coalition
of Fairfield University wants to
send them summer clothing, and
boxed/canned food.
So give up that spare can
of tuna fish, or that summer Polo
shirt for someone who really needs
it. Come on, summer's just about
over anyway, and, besides, it's
about time to clear your closets of
all that summer stuff so you'll have
enough room for your winter wardrobe.
From September 28th
thru October 14th, you'll be able to
drop off clothes and food in any

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its
readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also be
typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters must be
received by 6:00 PM Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed. Only with
the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which contain personal
arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to face basis so
that room can be reserved for more generalized topics. 6) Letters
must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual material, and
libel, and should be free of gramatical and spelling errors. 7) All
announcements and other submissions must be typewritten and
received by 3:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior
notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received, all
submissions become the property of the Fairfield Mirror.
Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication
of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to edit such.
The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear.
The Board's decision is final.

drove by, bv&he completely ignored
the crisis situation.
Is there some reason for this
imbalance? If the police insist on
harassing students, at least allow
us the protection that we are entitled to as citizens of this town.
The police are taking advantage of
the fact that we, as students, are not
familiar with all of our rights. We
can not fight back until we are first
familiar with the reasons this
campaign is continuing and then
become familiar with our rights as
adult students that are part of the
Fairfield community.
It seems as though the police have plently of time to hector
and harass the Fairfield students,
especially those who live at the
beach, but where are they when we
ing. Show us you care!
Greg Smart
Member of Faith, Peace
and Justice

need them? Is it going to take a
serious incident where students are
in need of protection to have the
police begin responding to our
calls?
The town cites two problems it has with the students: 1)
underage drinking and 2) open
containers of alcohol on public
property. As students, we understand that both of these things are
illegal and are punishable by serious penalties. But, these two things
do not explain the arrests for "intending to drink," the entering of
private houses, or the tickets for
walking around the Point. We
understand if we are penalized for
things that are illegal, but we are
not getting the fair end of the deal.
We do not want to look at

the Fairfield Police Department as
enemies. They should be there
when we need them and should do
their job when we are doing something wrong. But they should do
their part in being fair to us and
work with us to remedy the complaints of the town. We are willing. Three senior beach residents
are meeting with police the day
before this is published, September 28. The same evening, beach
residents along with Frank Carroll, Geralyn Kilkenny and Mr.
Schimpf will meet with the town
of Fairfield and the police department in an organized community
meeting. We, as students, are
making the first move. We deserve a fair chance.

To the Editor:
The first Senior class meeting
for the Senior Gift Giving Campaign will be held on Tuesday,
October 4 at 5 pm in Gonzaga Auditorium. Mary Smith, Acting Director of Alumni Relations and
Rich McCarty, Assistant Director
of Alumni Relations will be present to discuss the components of
the class gift as well as to describe
the role of class agents.
In addition, we also hope to
share for senior events because we
are truly interested in making 198889 a memorable year, we urge you
to attend this meeting. As your
class representatives, we'd like to
hear from you.
Beth Gillin
Greg Scanlon
Co-Chairs of the
Senior Giving Committee

I Let Your
! Opinions be
known! Write
! a letter to the
Editor and let
us know what
you like and
don't like on
our campus.
BoxAA
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Subliminal Lecture Disappointing
Shawn P. Brady
Contributing Writer
Two weeks ago, Dr. Wilson
Bryan Key presented a lecture on
subliminal seduction. Students
were promised a stimulating and
educational talk given by a noted
"expert" in the field. Students
recieved, however, a long, tedious,
and problem plagued lecture.
Dr. Key opened his talk with
a brief introduction to subliminal
advertising. Along with his first
few slides, Dr. Key added some
truly tasteless jokes. For example,
during his presentation of an advertisement for cake he said, "Now
we all know why everybody loves
to eat Betty Crocker." Most people
would agree that while it may have
been funny, a statement like that
belongs in a high school lunchroom not in a university forum.
After his first four or five
slides, Dr. Key focused the rest of
his entire lecture on the Media's

use of subliminal seduction on pictures of politician's faces and necks
of political candidates. Maybe
others found it interesting, but I
can only stare at the wrinkles of
George Bush's neck for so long.
As an aid and guide, Dr.
Key used a clear plastic cover on
some of his slides to point out
exactly where the subliminal messages were located. Even with this
help many students could not see
them. Furthermore, twice in his
talk Dr. Key's clear covers did not
match the spot where he said the
words appeared. I began to wonder if he even knew where they
were.
Dr. Key claimed that the
difficulty in seeing the messages
was due to the poor lighting situation in the Oak Room. Becouse
only some of the lights were turned
off, students could not see the slides
clearly enough. He stopped his
lecture at least four times to ask
FUS A members to turn off the rest

of the lights.
Apparently, FUSA members could not turn off all of the
lights in accordance to a fire safety
code. This made finding the subliminal messages in Dr. Key's
slides almost impossible. FUSA
should have thought ahead and held
the lecture somewhere in which
darkness would not present a danger. If they had held the lecture in
the theater instead of the Oak
Room, the event would have been

far more successful. That is, if you
believe that the quality of the lcture
is more important that the number
of people attending.
Dr. Key's presentation also
failed in its responsibility to address certain fundamental questions concerning subliminal advertising. I expected to hear about our
own subconscious abilities. How
do we pick up these messages?
Through what processes do we sort

the information? Through our
awareness, can we gain some control over them? I realize that this is
relatively a new field, and that no
one has all of the answers. However, he could have at least talked
about some of the leading theories.
Most of the students who attended
his lecture are interested in subliminal advertising and would have
enjoyed listening to scientists'
ideas about how it works.

These are the Voyages...
Edward Hines, Jr.
Staff Writer
I am presently enrolled in a
sociology course which is exploring the socialization, or incorporation, of children into our civilization. It goes without saying that it
is the parents who are responsible
for much of the child's rearing.
Usually the youngster will grow to
accept and practice the values and
virtues he learns at home. When
he has mastered his understanding
of right and wrong and conducts
himself appropriately in public, his
parents are pleased. They feel
proud and are honored because
their child has exemplified the
conduct they approve of. The
youngster develops an integrity,
an adherence to a code of values,
and will live by its dictates because
it is a system which has proven to
work for him. Co-writers Kathryn
Powers and Michael Baron present to us a Star Trek: The Next
Generation episode entitled "Code
of Honor" which tells the story of
a society in which honor, or a "keen
sense of ethical conduct," is the
maxim in the pursuit of personal
respect and fame.
The search for a vaccine to
combat the dreaded Angeles fever
on Federation colony Styrus IV
leads the ENTERPRISE to planet
Ligon II, where Captain Picard is
instructed to make a friendly visit
not only to obtain the life-giving
antidote but also to procure a treaty
by which the Federation would be
granted consignments of it in the
future. The humanoid Ligonians
are a black-skinned and very dignified race possessing a highly
structured society in which the
people live by strict codes of honor.
Their leader, Lutan, and his secondary, Hagon, come aboard ENTERPRISE with a sample of the
vaccine and promise its continued
availability as long as the Federation respects Ligonian customs.
Lutan is at first puzzled to learn

that the female Lieutenant Yar is
security chief, since on Ligon it is
normal for women only to own
land while the men protect and rule
it, but demonstrations of her specialty later impress him to the point
where he openly abducts her to the
planet surface. Ligonian custom
dictates that Picard's only option
for Tasha's return is to be patient
and wait for Lutan to open communications.
According to briefing studies
of Ligon, Lutan's action is essentially seen as similar to the old
American Indian custom of "counting coup"—that is, touching an
enemy in battle or taking something of value from him. Lutan's
strong need for achievement and
personal honor among his people
coupled with his sexual attraction
for Tasha has led him to commit
this risky kidnapping, although
Counselor Troi sees this action as
stemming mainly from curiosity
and not belligerency. After a day
Lutan finally reappears, clearly
having received recognition for
being daring and bold, and promises that honor will be done if Picard beams down and publicly asks
for Tasha's return. With the vaccine supply/treaty and Tasha's
freedom at stake, Picard agrees
and beams down. But at the appointed time Lutan reveals that he
cannot part with Tasha, and out of
love asks her to be his First One, or
wife. His present First One,
Yareena, challenges his right of
supersedence and calls for a
struggle to the death with Tasha. If
the challenge is refused, the Federation can kiss goodbye the treaty,
the vaccine, and Lieutenant Yar.
Tasha, strengthened with years
of Starfleet's superior security
training, knows she can win the
engagement. Picard doesn't want
her to fight at all, but because of the
growing urgency for the vaccine
on Styrus he must go along with it.
Under the constraints of the Prime

Directive, there is no other way for
him to come out of this situation
with both Tasha and the vaccine
except by adhering to Ligonian
custom. So the engagement begins with both Tasha and Yareena
equipped with instantly lethal
mace-like weapons. Tasha manages to strike down Yareena, after
which they both are immediately
transported to the ENTERPRISE.
Lutan, insisting that this beam-out
was unfair, is brought with Picard
and Hagon to the ship where they
find a perfectly living Yareena—
brought back from death by Starfleet medical techniques. Because
at the moment of death a Ligonian
marriage is dissolved, Yareena
chooses Hagon as her new husband. Tasha feels sad for Lutan
because he's lost everything, including the prestige of ruling
Yareena's many lands. He insists
that he has his honor, and assumes
his place as Yareena's Number
Two. The ENTERPRISE, with
the vaccine consignment, departs
for Styrus IV.
I was most pleased with this
episode because of its honest adherence to the true mission of the
ENTERPRISE, which is to explore
new worlds and to seek out new
life forms. While the Ligonians
had been contacted briefly by the
Federation
before
the
ENTERPRISE'S arrival, it is in
"Code of Honor" that their heritage and customs are for the first
time seen in action. I was also
happy to see Deanna, Geordi, and
Tasha with expanded roles.
Tasha, however, for the first
and only time, receives superior
billing as a focal point of the action. Her kidnapping by the alien
dignitary she had initially shown
only respect for puzzles and enrages her until Deanna helps to sort
out her feelings and reveal the truth.
Tasha is actually very attracted to
Lutan because he is such a "basic
male image" of strength and bravery. She is inwardly thrilled at

being wanted and loved by some- of the diversity of Ligonian socione possibly for the first time in ety. He as a visiting leader must by
her life. This experience of joy courtesy live by their rules and
may seem quite overblown at face accept their decrees in matters
value until the viewer is made pertaining to their welfare. He has
aware of Tasha's childhood years. no business poking his nose into
At age five she was abandoned on unfamiliar affairs, so he doesn't
a destitute, failed Earth colony lit- try to.
erally crawling with rape gangs.
Two scenes in this episode
She survived the long, hard struggle manage to temporarily break away
and now yearns to be needed. Lutan from the crisis of the situation and
comes along and offers her the focus on individual relationships
gentleness she has craved; in the style made famous by classic
strangely enough, though, she turns Star Trek. Data and Geordi are
him down. Her utmost desire now naturally good friends mainly
is to protect the foundation of because they both bear a handicap:
goodness and peace the Federation Geordi lacks vision and Data lacksv
has created. She hopes no one has humanity. While there is little
to grow up the way she did. The Data can do for Geordi, there are
best way for her to work for this is the intricacies of being human
to remain in her career, where at which Geordi can help Data with.
the same time she can feel needed In "Code of Honor" they discuss
by her family of fellow crewmem- humor: Data has been trying too
bers.
hard to be funny and as a result his
Some may wonder why Cap- attempts at joking turn sour. But
tain Picard had to accept and calmly when Data mistakingly slips his
deal with Lutan's abduction of tongue in the pronunciation of
Tasha. With the power of the "including," Geordi cracks up and
ENTERPRISE, he could easily insists that the android is making
have forced the Ligonian people progress.
into submission. It is Starfleet's
Jean-Luc and Beverly end up
Prime Directive of noninterference discussing death in a brief exwith developing alien societies/ change. When the doctor attests
cultures which in fact has crippled the Picard has never had to watch a
Picard. He desperately needs bar- person die of Angeles fever, he
gaining points to work with. By agrees but slowly affirms that he
being patient and adhering to Ligo- has seen his share of death. Bev's
nian customs the captain wins their momentary silence strikes a dissifavor and peacefully gains the three dent chord between the two as she
things he needed: the vaccine realizes he is referring to the death
consignment, the treaty, and Tasha. of her husband Jack, who had been
The Prime Directive stems mainly under Picard's command. When
from Gene Roddenberry's belief she complains of not having grown
that man has neither the right nor callouses over her feelings as most
the wisdom to meddle in the affairs doctors do, Picard makes up for his
of others, and in the case of "Code earlier remark by saying that the
of Honor" this idea is a correct one. good ones never do.
Welcome back to composer
Picard has left Ligon at peace with
the natives and their unique cul- Fred Steiner, whose score is highly
ture. Is it not their right to live by indicative of the style he used in
the system which works best? Had the classic series. Congrats to the
Picard rushed in with phasers blast- NextGen artists for Lutan's Cening he might very well have caused terplace matte painting.
And the adventure continues...
a social upheaval, which could have
led to war and the total destruction

Arts & Entertainment
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Wrap - Up

Summer '88
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Well the summer of 1988 is
finally over and there were many
cultural events that will highlight
the entertainment year.
The usual bumper-crop of
summer movies arrived this year,
but 1988's successful movie were
far from the norm. Big, starring
Tom Hanks, arguably the best
comedy of the year, is the antithesis of a "Peter Pan" fantasy. Bull
Durham, A Fish Called Wanda
and Married to the Mob, starring
Kevin Costner, Jamie Lee Curtis
and Michelle Pfiefer respectively,
were other outstanding comedies.
Tucker: The Man and His Dream
starring Jeff Bridges is an outstand-

^

ing drama, the theme of which is
very pertinent to American society. In the thriller department, Die
Hard starring Bruce Willis received high praises.
Music had a weak summer but
there were some albums of note.

Brian Wilson (of Beach Boys
fame), Cheap Trick, Robert Palmer,
and The Smithereens all had respectable releases. As a result,
there were many excellent concert
tours featuring INXS (with Ziggy
Marley), The Smithereens (open-

WVOF Stuff

Music at its Most Juvenile
"A Top Forty Retrospective
ofjunior High School's Greatest
Hits"

1. AC/DC - Back in Black LP
2. AC/DC -For Those About To
Rock LP
3. REO Speedwagon - High
Infidelity LP
4. Def Leppard - Pyromania LP
5. Foreigner -4 LP
6. J. Geil's Band - Freeze-Frame
LP
7. Quiet Riot - Metal Health LP
8. AC/DC - Dirty Deeds Done
Dirt Cheap LP
9. DEVO - Whip it
lO.Kool & The Gang - Celebration
11 .Kim Carnes - Bette Davis Eyes
12.Aldo Nova- Life is Just a
Fantasy

13.Journey - Escape LP
27.0zzy Osbourne - Diary of a
14.Journey - Frontiers LP
Madman
LP
15 .Joan Jett - / Love Rock 'N' Roll
28.Asia-Asia
LP
LP
29.Go
Gos
Beauty
& The Beat
16.AC/DC - Highway to Hell LP
LP
17.Loverboy - Get Lucky LP
18.Billy Squier - Emotions in 30.Eddy Grant - Electric Avenue
31 .Ozzy Osbourne -BlizzardofOz
Motion LP
19. Queen - Flash Gordon LP
32.Human League - Don't You
Soundtrack LP
20 Juice Newton - Queen of Hearts Want Me Baby
21 .Eddie Rabbitt - / Love a Rainy 33.Men Without Hats - Safety
Dance
Night
22.Dexy's Midnight Runners - 34.Tommy Tutone - 867-5309
(Jenny)
Come On Eileen
23 .Cheap Trick - / Want You To 35.Soft Cell - Tainted Love
36.Cheap Trick - Live at the
Want Me
Budhokan
LP
24.Men At Work - Business As
37.The
Clash
- Combat Rock LP
Usual LP
38.The
Romantics
- What I Like
25.Charlie Daniel's Band - The
About
You
Devil Went Down To Georgia
26.Various Artists - Grease 39.A Flock of Seagulls -1 Ran
40.Leftover KISS and Queen
Soundtrack LP

Just a Few More Lists...
MTV's Most OverPlayed Videos of Summer '88
1. Tracey Chapman Fast Car
2. Def Leppard - Pour
Some Sugar On Me
3. Steve Winwood Roll With It
4. Michael Jackson Dirty Diana
5. Guns and RosesSweet Child O' Mine

6. Guns and Roses Welcome To the Jungle
7. Poison - Fallen
Angel
8. Aerosmith - Ragdoll
9. Terrence Trent
D'Arby - Sign Your Name
10. Rik Astly - Never Gonna
Give You Up
Some Classic Video
Hairstyles:

ing up for Squeeze on some dates),
Robert Plant, Def Leopard, Aerosmith/Deep Purple/Guns n' Roses,
Pink Floyd and, of course, The
Grateful Dead.
On Broadway, Chess and Les
Miserables received critical ac-

Wheel In the Sky
2. Janis Joplina Tell Mama
3. Tony Iommi
(Black Sabbath) - Paranoid
4. Mars Bonfire
(Steppenwolf) - Born To Be Wild
5. John Lennon Give Peace A Chance
6. Phil Lynott (Thin
Lizzy) - Rosalie
1. Eric Burden (&
War) - Spill The Wine

Ellida D'Ambrosio
WVOF Station Manager
You, yeah you, all dressed
in black, with half visible wayfarers beneath tufts of bleached blond,
moussed locks of straw, take heed
of the new WVOF STUFF column. To get on with it:
On October 9th, MTV's
720 Minutes (ever so pretentious)
will air a concert by Sinead
O'Connor performed at the Dominion Theatre in London. It's
entitled "The Value of Ignorance"
(if there is any). And because
MTV is so hip and cool, they
couldn't let us go without showing
"The Cure in Orange" on October
30th. I enjoy The Cure, but honestly, this video was as exciting as
watching your clothes spin in the
8. Steve Winwood
(Traffic) - Can't Find My Way
Home
9. Jimi Hendrix Purple Haze
10. Joe Walsh (James
Gang) - Walk Away
11. Michael Jackson / Want You Back
12. Blue Cheer Summertime Blues
13. Ozzy Osbourne Paranoid
14. Ozzy Osbourne Iron Man

1. Neal Schon -

w
TID-TCE
• Only Club in Bpt. presenting LIVE MUSIC 7 nights a Week
• Now Open For Late Lunches
UP & COMING ACTS
Thurs., Sept. 29
AZTEC TWO STEP
Coming Oct. 7
The MARSHALL TUCKER BAND
w/CORONA SPECIALS
SPECIAL DISCOUNT W/College ID every nite
253 WOOD AVE., BPT.
366-7955 • 366-2576
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claim. Also Godspell and Ain't
Misbehavin' (with Nell Carter)
returned to the "Great White Way".
In the area of art, the Rameses
exhibit made an exciting tour of
the country and the Degas exhibit
is begining at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
This summer was a plethora
of kiss and tell literature but among
works of note were David
Brinkley's Washington At Wartime .
Though this summer was not
an overly thrilling one in the cultural area, there were some memorable contributions that will become particularly visible. Especially around Academy Award
time.

Saint Louis University's
Academic Year in Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English,
Spanish, Liberal Arts, Business &
Administration, TESOL, Sciences,
Hispanic Studies
SLU in Madrid is a member of AA/EOE
Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session in July

Apply NOW for Spring and Summer 1989
More than 1000 students in the Program
Contact:
Raymond L. Sullivant, S J.
Saint Louis University
Saint Louis University in Madrid Study Abroad Coordinator
Calle de la Vina, 3
Admissions Office
Madrid 28003 SPAIN
221 North Grand Blvd.
Tel: 233-2032/233-281 2
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

dryer. If you don't have cable, then
you may as well go sit in the Laundromat.
Billy Bragg, the well
known political Brit, began his
North American tour on September 7th in Canada and will reach
the U.S. of A on September 29th.
His first date occurs in San Francisco with none other than Michelle Shocked. (Entrance permitted
only to those carrying hand held
recorders and with an interest in
publishing an album thereafter).
Here's another revelation:
RIAA (no clue, don't ask) released
a survey showing that radio listeners really do want to know the
name of artists and songs that are
played. I didn't know that, did
you?
More tidbits to escalate
your sense of audio appreciation:
The Lime Spiders next album
"Volatile" wil be released on Caroline records and Capitol will 'release the Go- Betweens album, 16
Lovers Lane. And for those you
have no idea of what just happened, U2's live/studio album
"Rattle and Hum" will be released
on October 3rd. Some of the recordings include versions of the
Beatles' "Helter Skelter" and Jimi
Hendrix' version of "The Star
Spangled Banner." Also, The Edge
will sing vocals on a new song
entitles "Van Damiens Land."
Quick concert note
*******The Godfathers will appear at The Ritz (NYC 11th st.
between 3rd and 4th Ave.) We
(WVOF) even have tix to give
away. Stay tuned for your big
opportunity. Coming next week in
this great literary package is a list
of new releases and complete
concert listings. I have no cute
little phrase to sign off with so I
won't.
As an afterthought, the first
person to send the correct response
to Box R will receive a nifty WVOF
t-shirt. Get ready, get set, GO!
What is the lead singer's
name of the now defunct Avengers?

Essays, Reports, and cheat
sheets
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Humidifier Kicks Off Local Music Series
Robert J. Deluca
Contributing Writer
WVOF,
Fairfield
University's student run radio station, under the auspices of the
Campus Center will soon be sponsoring monthly shows at the Stagherlnn. They will showcase some
of the finest Connecticut-based
rock bands. And who better is
there to start the series than those
campus psycho-pop demons, Humidifier? Their past performance
on September 23 initiated WVOF's
increased involvement with this
state's "music scene", something
which seems to be quickly evaporating. Tentatively scheduled to
appear are such formidable acts
the Vagabonds, the Lean-To's, Last
Supper and quite possibly Last
Supper frontman Larry Loud performing a solo acoustic set.
All of the aforementioned
bands have records or tapes in cir-

culation. Last Supper has two
singles and a EP in the indie market. The Vagabonds have released
a single on their own label as well
as contributing a track to a local
compilation. The Lean-To's are
sending around cassettes of their
studio effort called Flip the Pillow,
which features some of the best
Burrito Brothers inspired rock to
be heard in ages. Even Larry Loud
has a solo track on a four-song 7"
called The Last Theme Park, which
also includes Sidewalk Searcher
by the previously mentioned Vagabonds.
Last but hardly lest, Humidifier has sold and distributed
dozens of their twocassettes,Pon/c/
and Tee-Hee-Hee Party.. They are
planning another trip to the studio
to record some new tunes and to
remix some of their less recent
tracks in preparation for their vinyl
debut. Humidifier has been busy
making inroads toward under-

ground notoriety during their
summer away from school. Group
vegetarian and nicotine' addict
James Wilbur has switched from
guitar to bass; with this new band
configuration, they have seldom
refused any and every booking that
has come their way. They have
already played CBGB, that swinging club atmospherically situated
in the Bowery, twice and by all
accounts they should be booked

Klezmer Band to Perform

Happenings
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Hello again everybody. Before I go any further I'd like to thank
Robert Deluca for his contribution this week and Ed Hines for his usual
good work.
Mickey Rourke's (Angel Heart, 91/2 Weeks) latest film, Homeboy
premiered recently. In the film, also starring Christopher Walken (At
Close Range ), Rourke plays a down and out boxer. He wrote the script
himself and had help from Eric Clapton on the soundtrack.
The Boy Wonder, Burt Ward, who played Robin in the original Tv
series Batman , is debuting in his first nonTsuperhero role in Kill Crazy
. By the way, who did Robin's voice on the Superfriends cartoon?
That's right Kasey Kasem. Now for more from America's, Top Forty...
Terrence Trent D'Arby is currently working on a sequel to The
Hardline According to Terrence Trent D 'Arby, the release is set for early
next year. A title has yet to be released, but reportedly there will be some
suprise guest musicians.
Brian Wilson, of the Beach Boys is set to begin a film project based
on the life of he and his psychotherapist, manager and co-songwriter, Dr.
Eugene Landry. Richard Dreyfuss and William Hurt have been
mentioned for the roles of the doctor and singer, respectively. Wilson
meanwhile continues his tour in support of critically acclaimed album.
Speaking of concerts coming up at Toad's Place in New Haven on
October 6th are The Feelies. Some might remember this New Jersey
band from the soundtrack of the film Something Wild.. I've heard they
are different and very entertaining live.
In more film news, Penny Marshall (Big ) and Ron Howard
(Cocoon ) are reportedly going to be collaborating again (remember
Haapy Days ). This time on a film project.
Early next year, a Soviet record company (state owned, of course)
is going to re-release tracks from people like INXS and Sting on one
compilation. The project is for charity and will benefit Greenpeace
among others. The album will be in American record stores by the end
of February.
Also for those in tune -with Soviet music, you might remember an
underground album of soviet bands, like Autograph, floating around
America a couple of years ago. Well rumor has it a second edition is in
the works and could be out by Christmas.
Finally, Happy Birthday to "The Cheese".

[PR] The jaunty Klezmer Conservatory Band will bring its upbeat blend of jazz and Yiddish
music to Fairfield University on
Sunday, October2 at 2:30 pm. The
concert will be presented in the
university's Campus Center, sponsored by the Office of Special
Events.
The klezmer music began in
medieval Europe where wandering
bands went from town to town
playing Jewish festivals and weddings. Brought to America, klezmer
music adapted to new rhythms and
instruments and a klezmer revival
is in full swing now.
The Klezmer Conservatory
Band is credited with sparking one
the hottest revivals in folk music
since ragtime in the 1970's. Unlike
some klezmer bands, this group
features a female vocalist, Judy
Bressler, who ranges from high
speed tongue twisters to sentimental melodies, some showing the
influence of Tin Pan Alley and
1920'sjazz.
Tickets are available from the
Fairfield University Office of Special Events (254-4000 - ext. 2646),
$ 10 for general admission, $7 for
seniors and $4 for students.
The concert is funded in part
through a grant from the New
England Foundation for the Arts
and the National Endowment for
the Arts.

The Klezmer Conservatory Band

Earn Extra Money Through
The Holidays
Men's Speciality Store gearing up for exciting major event.
Sharp, energetic people with or without retail experience.
Part time hours arranged around class schedules, liberal
discounts, excellent salaries.
Call Mr. Conant at Natelsons,
1583 Post Road, Fairfield, CT

255-2648

COLLEGE SPECIAL!
ONE MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING
MEMBERS, NON-MEMBERS AND FORMER MEMBERS.
FIRST 100 TANNERS. (Limit 1 per person) offer good with coupon
only. Cannot be used with other special promotions. Good for Sontegra
Systems. I Body Session per day. Only $2.00 face Capri Session.

FOR $
ONLY

Electric Guitar for
Sale!
,1986 Fender Squier
Stratocaster w/ hard
case, black & white,
excellent condition, 3
pickups and
tremelo arm.
$300 or best offer.
Respond to Mirror
BoxAA

there again (and again, and again...)
Now with the new semester in full gear, Humidifier's vocalist John King and surviving
guitarist Joe Ryan have returned
as members of WVOF's staff.
Through working at the radio station, John and Joe have come in
contact with many Connecticut
bands, and have discovered that
some of the most exciting and
entertaining acts are just a couple

of miles outside of Fairfield U's
fences. Bringing them onto campus to perform is no mean task
especially considering WVOF's
limited budget and the prevailing
time constraints. But with their
input plus Station Manager Ellida
D'Ambrosia's tireless efforts, the
three of them have assured the
Campus Center, FUSA, and by
extension the student body that an
evening of quality rock music every
month will serve as an excellent
promotional vehicle for WVOF,
and help to establish some of the
radio station's programming goals.
And of course, the students will be
treated to some of this state's finest
rock music without having to leave
campus.
All in all, it sounds like an
immensely fun project in which to
participate. Naturally, the success
of this series lies with the students
who will hopefully turn out in
droves to cheer on their favorite
local rock god.
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DON'T WAIT!
BOOK NOW
FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
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ALSO: Work-Study Abroad. Language
Courses, Int'l Student ID, Youth Hostel
Passes. EUR AIL Passes issued on the spot I
Call for the FREE CIEE Student Travel Catalog!

THE TANNING PROFESSIONALS

562-5335

YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway. New Haven ,

MUST HAVE ID

Bridgeport
4749 Main St.
372-0884
CALL NOW
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Desperately Seeking
ANDREW of Fairfield University. Remember Flight 702
from Florida. UB40. Call me Syl (914) 834-2965

WANTED!!!
Students and Clubs to join the '88-'89 Student Travel Services'
Sales Team. Earn CASH and/or FREE Winter and Spring Break
vacations. Travel with the best to our exciting ski and sun destinations. For more information call 1-800-648-4849.

HELP WANTED
FOXY LOCKS

TIMOTHY'S ICE CREAM

"We Take Pride in our Work."

Part Time Counter Help and Campus
Delivery Drivers Needed — Hourly rates
plus weekend bonuses.

Precision:
Cuts
Perms
Hi-Utes

Apply in person Noon — 11 p.m.

Timothy's Ice Cream
70 Reef Rd., Fairfield
EARN YOUR CREDITS ABROAD.
The College Consortium for International Studies, CCIS, is composed of 170 American Universities and Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year long study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs • Financial Aid Available
• England
• Switzerland
• Israel
IRELAND
• Mexico
• Ireland
* Canada
Spring Semester
• Germany
• France
in Dublin
• Spain
• China
• Italy
• Sweden
St. Patrick's College
• Denmark
• Portugal
Maynooth
• Scotland
• Colombia
• Ecuador
1987-88 Over 1500 U.S. Students Registered for CCIS Programs
English is the instructional language in all programs.
Six hours of the language of the host country is required.
Dr. John J. McLean
f'J [ i Mohegan Community College
W w 1 r J Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

1275 Post Rd.
(Brickwalk)
Fairfield

Walk-Ins Welcome
259-5888

NEED A JOB?
EXCELLENT PAY • FUN STAFF
FLEXIBLE HOURS
COUNTER SALES AND SINGING TELEGRAM
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

M© mm Y MMNESS
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

1875 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06430
behind Newmark & Lewis • lots of free parking
Fairfield

Norwalk

New Haven

Stamford

367-1876

852-1876

787-1876

967-9090

College Consortium For International Studies

PREGNANT?
and need help...
irtijnffijt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL: 372-2777
1-800-848-LOVE
Free Pregnancy Test

PROMOTE YOUR

CLUB - TEAM
HAVE YOUR UNIQUE DESIGN
SILKSCREENED ON:

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS • BOXERS
•ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE
PROFESSIONALLY PRINTED BY

MONKIY BUSINESS
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

1875 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06430
behind Newmark & Lewis • lots of free parking
Fairfield

Norwalk

New Haven

Stamford

367-1876

852-1876

787-1876

967-9090

HIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICES
EXCELLENT SERVICE

FAIRFIELD
COUNTRY CLUB

Attention Stags,
Stagettes..
HELP WANTED WEEKDAYS

Saturday & Sunday
11 — 3
and
Friday Nights
Waiters, Waitresses, Road Guards
Starting Wage

$6.00

(or more depending on experience)

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:

MIKE McPADDEN, Box 1942
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

CALL GEORGE P00LE AT 259-1601
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Spikers Hammer Iona
Quinn Leads Stagettes
Jennifer Pinto
Staff Writer
The Fairfield women's volleyball team found a nice little
present waiting for them on their
RecPlex court in the form of the
Iona Gaels' volleyball team last
Thursday evening. The lady spikers, in their first home match this
season trounced the Gaels in three
straight games. The final scores
looked like this: 16-14, 15-4, and
15-6.
Fairfield started off poorly
and lost the initial seven points of
the first game., However, by the
time servers Lily Donadio and
Renee O'Neill got their chance in
the server's corner, Fairfield was
only down three points at 5-8. Then
when things began to look brighter
for the Stagettes, tension mounted.
Fairfield had served out of rotation
and was forced to turn the ball, as
well as a point, over to Iona. For-

tunately, Fairfield's determination
and concentration came through
and the team made a big comeback
to win the game 16-14. Key players in this game included terrific
servers, Kim Zagajeski and Janet
Malley, awesome spiker, Barb
Raney, and (you pick the synonym
meaning terrific or awesome) setter Lily Donadio.
Julie Quinn was the star
player in the second game, serving
ten of the winning fifteen points,
but a one person volleyball team
does not a victor make. Quinn
needed a great deal of help once
again from Donadio, O'Neill,
Raney and Zagajeski. The second
game must have been quite frustrating for Iona's squad as Fairfield completely dominated, winning 15-4.
Iona's Jennifer Korsch
served the first four points of the
third game before Fairfield's Ra-

ney gained a couple of her own.
The score was 6-2 in Iona's favor
until Zagajeski batted off 12 consecutive scores, leaving Fairfield
up 14-6. Raney served the winner,
and the Lady Stags netted a 15-6
victory.
The night was an easy one
for the lady spikers, and it was
definitely a thrill to watch the
underappreciated team in action.
Their determination, concentration, hard work, and team effort
paid off as this win brought thenrecord to 5 -5. Head coach Arnetha
Eaddy and assistant coach Valerie
Dickinson deserve a lot of credit
for the team's success. Co-captains Doreen Spears and Melissa
(Missy) Folcik summed up the
team's performance, "We weren't
at our best tonight, but we did play
well. We know we can do nothing
but improve in the weeks to come."

Islieb Paces Runners

SCORECARD
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITYTEAM RESULTS FOR THE WEEK 9/19 TO 9/2§. (home team
in ITALICS ).
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Sat. 9-24 at the Connecticut Intercollegiate Championships
VOLLEYBALL
Thu. 9-22 Fairfield -16-15-15 Iona -14-4-6
MEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 9-24 Fordham 2 Fairfield 0
BASEBALL
Wed. 9-21 Fairfield 13 Mercy 1
Sat. 9-24 Fairfield 15-14 Mercy 10-0
Sun. 9-25 Fairfield 3 - 5 UHART 2 - 5
FIELP HOCKEY
Tue. 9-20 Providence 4 Fairfield 0
Sat. 9-24 Harvard 7 Fairfield 1 ,
THIS WEEK'S HOME SCHEDULES
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 10-1 Alumni 10:30 A.M.
Sun. 10-2 Orange County CO 1:00 P.M.
VOLLEYBALL
Tue. 10-4 Trinity 7:00 P.M.
MEN'S SOCCER
Tue. 10-4 Army 4:00 P.M.
BASEBALL
Fri. 9-30 Housatonic 3:30 P.M.
Sat. 10-1 Alumni 10:00 A.M.
Sun. 10-2 SCSU (2) Noon
Wed. 10-5 WCSU 3:30 P.M.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Mon. 10-3 Marist 3:30 P.M.
FIELD HOCKEY
Sat. 10-1 Alumni 10:00 A.M.
RUGBY
Sat. 10-1 Iona College Noon
MEN'S LACROSSE
Sat. 10-1 Alumni 10:00 A.M.

Be a Sport!
Write for the
Mirror Sport
Section. Reply to
BoxAA

Faith and Justice Coalition
will be sponsoring a clothing drive
from 9/28/88 through 10/12/88. All
donated clothing will be sent to
Jamaica to benefit those harmed in
Hurricane Gilbert. Boxes will be
placed throughout dorms, the
Campus Center lobby, and
townhouse laundry rooms.
Do you like to swim, but
wish you could fine-tune your
strokes? Get more flow out of that
glide? Meet at the Rec-Plex on
Tuesday October 4th from 5:006:00 for a FREE swim lesson with
Kathy Walsh, an experienced
teacher and coach. Kathy, a certified Water Safety Instructor, will
guide you in pre-swim stretching,
as well as stroke coordination, and
relaxed breathin techniques. Stay
in shape—join the crew who swims

F.U. Volleyballers kicked some Gael tail last Thursday night
photo: Michelle Clifford

to Newport, Rhode Island, one lap
at a time in the Rec-Plex 25 meter
pool. You will get a special T-shirt
as a reward for your efforts.
For more information on
this and other special programs,
stop by or call the Rec-Plex at 2544140.
Attention Seniors: You
will soon be receiving an application to nominate the honorary
degree recipients. They will be
sent through your mailbox, with
additional copies available in the
FUSA office and also at the info,
desk. Please exercise your right to
have a say in the graduation ceremonies. You may also include
suggestions for the graduation
speaker. If there are any questions
or problems please see Frank Carroll or Beth Gillin in the FUSA
office.

Russ Paquette
Contributing Writer
After a great start of the
season at the Fairfield Invitational,
both the men's and women's crosscountry teams are going through
some hard times. On September 17
they travelled to the Vassar College
Invitational. After aimless wandering up and down Route 9, the
bus arrived just in time to watch the
finish of the women's race. The
men were expected to place in the
top three and were anxious for the
start. Sophomore Dan Islieb came
across the finish line in first place
while Rusty Briggs wasn't far behind finishing in the 7th slot. Other
Fairfield finishers were Pete Hickey
(27th); Russ Paquette (33rd); and
Chris Jackson (41st). The expectations of a top three finish overall
weren't met as the Stag runners had
to settle for 5th place.
Last Friday the teams ran in
the Connecticut Intercollegiate

championships and were no match
for such powerhouses as Yale,
UConn, and Southern Conn. Despite the poor performance as a
team the women ran impressive
times. KristineLocherledtheway
finishing in 20:33. She was followed by Kyla Shea, 22:02; Rochelle Deach, 22:17; Kris Kovacik,
23:53; Mara Sullivan, 24:14; and
Moria Dudos, 25:47.
UConn won the men's race
despite a strong performance from
Fairfield's bus driver in getting
both teams to the race on time. The
best looking team in the race was
once again led by Dan Isleib. Russ
Paquette, Chris Jackson, and John
Monroe soon followed him across
the finish line. Max Blondet was
the next Stag to finish. Gene Tiernan and Pete Crichton do not know
what place they came in because
the finish line was already being
taken apart when they got there.
Such is life.

Loyola Chapel
Fairfield University Campus Ministry
"Building a Community of Faith, Service and Friends
Mass:
Weekends:

Saturday,4:30

Sunday: 12:00-Bob Sullivan, guitarist
Peter Bolger, singer
7:00-Loyola Singers Folk Group
10:00-Mario Dell'Olio, guitarist

Dailv:

Monday-Friday :
8:00AM, 12:10PM, 4:30PM
Monday-Thursday: 10:00PM

Sacrament of Reconciliation/bv appointment and after 10:00PM Mass
Paul Carrier, SJ—Paula Oddis—Jim Hayes, SJ—John Michalowski,
SJ

Classifieds Classifieds Classifieds
Experience Dark Room assistant for F.U. darkroom. Afternoons $5 per hour. See Professor Steinman
x2411 home 268-8324
Manuscripts, Papers, Reports, Resumes, Doctorates, expertly typed, edited. Retained on word processor for changes, etc. SECRETARIAL SERVICES OF FAIRFIELD - 259-8403
Waiters/Waitresses wanted. 5 to closing. For interview call 255-9779 or 333-2292. Friendly Restaurants an equal opportunity employer.
Travel/Sales: Sell package Spring Break Tours to Caribbean. Free travel and money. Great sales experience and flexible hours. Call 1-800-426-7710.
Help Wanted: JOBS IN AUSTRALIA. Immediate opening for men and women. $11,000 to
$60,000. Construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial Work, Nurses, Engineering, Sales. Hundreds of jobs
listed. Call now! 206-736-7000, ext. 221 A.
Help Wanted: CRUISE SHIPS. Now hiring men and women. Summer and Career Opportunities
(willtrain).
Excellent pay, plus World travel. HAWAII-BAHAMAS-CARIBBEAN-ETC. Call now! 206-736-7000.
ext. 221C.
Business Majors: Would you like a chance to write, edit, proofread,put together a professional
journal? The Fairfield Business Review is starting a student editorial board. All interested Bus. Majors
come to a meeting Thurs.,Sept. 29, 3:30pm in CNS 304, or contact Prof. Lucy Katz, FOB 212, x2822.
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Sports

Stags Unbeaten in Weekend
Twinbills

Andy Davis
Sports Editor

It took 37 runs over the
course of 2 days but the Fairfield
University baseball team was able
to walk away from Alumni Field
with an unbeaten weekend. The
Stags pounded Mercy College on
Saturday by the football- like scores
of 15-10 and 14-0 and then battled
themselves to a 3-2 victory and 55 tie .".gainst the University of Hartford. The Stags look impressive in
their first fortnight of Fall ball and
stand comfortably with a 6-2-1
record.
STAGS 15

MERCY 10

STAGS 14 MERCY 0
Playing before a ruthless
rightfield crowd, the Stags pounded
Mercy starter, John Hildreth for 7
first inning runs and forced his exit
before he was able to retire a single
batter. Sophomore Joe Greiner
blasted a 5th inning grand-slam,
which countered a Mercy touchdown and field goal, and proved to
be the differece in the contest.
Senior Matt McLaughlin led the
team with 3 hits in 5 at bats while
Joe Solimine, Rob Banasiak, and
Dave Arnott had 2 hits a piece. Al
Foglio pitched 3 innings to earn his

first victory of the year.
In the second game, Mercy
tried yelling out their school name
a couple times but that didn't stop
the Stag bats from roping out 14
hits in the 7 inning laugher. Cocaptain Joe Solimine took charge
in this game with a 2-for-2 performance including 4 RBI and a
Ben Johnson-like sprint for a triple.
First baseman Mike Svab had 2
hits and 3 RBI and Dan Buchanan
also added 2 hits and 2'RBI to the
winning cause. Freshman starter
Chris Roberge provided the kind
of pitching that has been missing
from the Fairfield program in recent years, he tossed 6 innings of
scoreless baseball while giving up
just 3 hits in that span.

STAGS 3 HARTFORD 2 (8)
STAGS 5 HARTFORD 5 (TIE)
Maybe the Stags didn't
produce the power outage they had
on Saturday, but Sunday's 1st game
with Hartford was probably a
sweeter victory. Playing against
one of the better teams in the Northeast, the Stags came back from a 20 deficit to tie the game in the
bottom of the 7th and win in the
8th. Sophomore John Mitchell

came through for the Stags in a big
way by singling home 2 runs in 7th
to knot the game. In the 8th, third
baseman Fran Maurais singled and
stole second. After Dan Buchanan
collected his third single and second stolen base of the day, Mike
Svab drilled a two out single to left
to sew up the win. Steve Becker
pitched 7 strong innings allowing
just 1 earned run and Tom Murray
pitched the final inning to get the
win.
The final game of the weekend was a typical Alumni Field
see-saw battle that ended in a 5-5
tie. Rightfielder John Mitchell
played another fine game for the
Stags lashing out 2 doubles and
collectinganRBI. SophomoreRob
Banasiak continued to be his consistent self, knocking in 2 runs
while newcomer Keith McCall also
drove in 2. The Stags needed a
single by Matt McLaughlin and
one of Mitchell's doubles in the
7th to settle on the tie.
STAG NOTESrThe Stags
will face Housatonic C.C. tommorrow at 3:30, the Alumni on
Saturday at 10:00 and Southern
Conn, in a doubleheader beginning at 12:00 noon on Sunday. All
games are home.

TheFairfield Mirror

The Press Box
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
It's really too bad that there are no pennant races of which to speak
this year. The Yankees had a chance to put a little excitement into
September, and they did until they had to face the Red Sox. It's obvious
from the last two weekend series between the two rivals that the Sox are
the better team. Then again any team with three excellent starting
pitchers, (Cletnens, Hurst, and Boddicker) should be a better team.
The Yankees proved these past two weekends that the only reason they
were still in thetace was either through the use of the mirrors, or because
they had been taking their brewer's yeast every morning. The Pinstripers
need a big-time overhaul if they want to be competitive next season.
Trading Mattingly is not the answer to their problems. Trading
Henderson, Clark, Pagliarulo (if anyone will take him), Skinner,
Dotson, and Phelps could help if George can pick up some pitchers for
these guys. Then again George has a tendency to trade pitchers for
designated hitters; rather than trading designated hitters for pitchers.
I still have one question about this Bobby Ojeda mishap. What
was Irving Fryar's wife doing in his bushes?
One last little tidbit concerning the Ojeda tragedy before we put
this whole thing to bed. Chris Hogan, Gonzaga 3's pride and joy and
long-time New York Met fan, in an amazing show of loyal support for
the injured Met southpaw, cut off his own finger Wednesday evening
and, as a result, put an end to a promising piano career. Hogan later said,
"It was the least I could do for my boy, Bobby O. I just hope now that
the Mets can go out and kick a little Boston a in the World Series
without Bobby."
Yankee Stadium is by far the best place to watch a ballgame. The
fans, although they may be a little rowdy, know their baseball and they
are loyal. The building itself is in excellent condition and there's a
certain ambience about the place that lets you know this is the place that
you want to be when you're watching a ballgame.
Shea Stadium, on the other hand, is what the USA Today would
be if it were a baseball park.
While on the subject of Shea Stadium and the Mets, if David
Cone can win number 20 this week he should get a legitimate shot at the
Cy Young Award. Danny Jackson may have more W's but without
Cone coming alive this year, the Pirates might have been sitting in the
catbird seat in the N.L. East this season.

Stag Slugger wields big bat in Sunday's victory over Hartford

Photo : Mike Belcourt

Stag Booters Get " Rammed "
Tom Maguire
Staff Writer
The Fordham Rams handed
Fairfield's soccer team its sixth
consecutive loss Saturday afternoon, dumping Coach Dejan
Cokic's charges by a score of 2-0.
It was the fourth straight time the
Stags were shut out this year after
scoring a goal apiece in their first
two losses of the season. The struggling offense picked up only six
shots on goal in the game, with five
coming in the second half. Cokic,
still looking for his first collegiate
coaching victory, wasn't totally
dejected after the loss as he lauded
his team's efforts. "They really
tried out there. We had a couple of
good chances," said Cokic. Unfortunately, as has been the case all
season, the Stags were unable to
convert those chances into goals.
Fordham started the scoring at the thirteen minute mark of
the first half, with Christobal San-

tiago scoring an unassisted goal.
The play was set up after a beautiful save by Fairfield's sophomore
goalie Mike Burke. However on
the ensuing corner kick, Burke
made another save, but his mates
were unable to control the rebound
and Santiago snuck a shot past the
sprawling Burke.
Fordham's next goal came
28 minutes later on a header past a
diving Burke. That play was set up
after a nice crossing pass by the
Rams' Glen Vandeventer. Two
offsides calls on Fordham in the
half helped prevent further damage. The Stags' only offensive
threat came late in the half, when a
sweet crossing pass by John DiNicola ended up behind its intended
receiver, Chris Conte, and
squelched a possible chance at a
score when the Rams' goalie, Peter Shank, came out and made asave on the pass. It was his only
save of the half.
Defense was the name of

the game in the second half as each
team turned the intensity up a notch.
At the 17 minute mark Stag sophomore Mike Schaffer and Ram junior Colin Curran had a war of
words. After everyone had had an
earful, the zebras regained control
and play was resumed. Coach
Cokic explained, "Everyone was
getting pushed. The refs missed a
lot of calls, especially about four
offsides on them (Fordham)."
Fairfield's last offensive threat
came on a mini breakaway by
Junior Kevin Hartigan, but
Fordham goalie Shank made a
diving save to preserve his shutout.
Stag Notes: Burke faced 27
Fordham shots while making
eleven saves....DiNicola had three
shots, Chris Dolan had two, and
Craig Viani had one for the Stags....
The Stags continue the search for
their first victory against St. Peter's
in Joizey, Saturday night. Their
next home game is against Army's
Cadets, next Tuesday at 4:00.

Don't Just Stand on the Sidelines!
Write for the Mirror! Come to our meeting this Monday at
8:00 in the FDR.

Jose Canseco is without a doubt the A.L. M. V.P. Sox fans think
Mike Greenwell should get the nod, and in any other year he probably
would. Unfortunately for # 39, he put up the big numbers in the same
season that Canseco decided to become the inaugural member of the 4040 club. Joe DiMaggio never even did that.
In the N.L. maybe Kevin McReynolds should get the M.V.P.
This one is too tough to call though and the above statement is coming
from a biased fan.
The Stag '9' is having a pretty good autumn, aren't they? Read
Andy Davis' story for the scoop on Coach Slosar's charges.
The Fairfield Soccer team has put so many goose eggs on the
board this year, that they're petitioning the Fairfield zoning board for a
poultry farm permit near Campion Field.
Does anybody else wish that Fairfield had some sort of football
team? It would be kind of nice to have a few beers with your friends and
watch a live football game on a Friday evening or Saturday afternoon.
Then again if anyone was having a beer while enjoying a football game,
the Fairfield police would probably get Rin-Tin-Tin after that person,
throw him screaming into the back of the cruiser, fine him $5000.00 and
finally let him know who was boss in this here town.
It seems like the Giants are going to have the same kind of season
this year as they had last year. You know the scenario: Win a few, lose
more than a few.
•
O.K. be honest now. Did you want Ben Johnson or Carl Lewis
to win the Olympic 100 meters? I know I wanted the guy who salutes the
Maple Leaf.
Speaking of races. Regarding the big one coming up on November eighth, George Bush got an early jump on the Duke last Sunday
evening. That's my opinion anyway. Bush may not have said what he had
to say well, but he kinda said what the people wanted to hear.
See we in the sports deptartment want to diversify a little bit. The
above political analysis was just a little taste of that.

